SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

APPLICATION DEADLINE: MAY 20, 2020
DATES: JUNE 1, 2020-AUGUST 31, 2020

Description:
Lupercal is a non-profit organization dedicated to closing the gender gap in spoken Latin by providing spaces for women and non-binary Latinists to learn from each other. Our newest initiative is a summer internship program from June 1 through August 31, 2020 intended to involve our younger members.

Aimed towards female and gender non-binary students, this opportunity provides valuable experience in administrative and marketing tasks, while also allowing interns to bring their own skills and interests to the table. Those interested in art can find space to create dynamic handouts, while those interested in business can help with fundraising events and initiatives.

At the end of the summer, interns will create and share their product, whether a Lupercal flyer for high school students or a list of fierce female Latinists, with Lupercal leaders and with the greater Lupercal organization.

Qualifications/Requirements:
- Women & Gender Non-Binary (GNB) Students, grades 8+
- A minimum of 1 year of HS Greek/Latin or 2 years of MS Greek/Latin (strongly recommended)
- Interest in Latin and gender equity
- Technology skills (social media, website, basic video editing, Google Drive)

What Interns Gain:
- Community Service Hours
- Experience in Administrative Tasks and Marketing
- Mentorship
- Networking Connections and Opportunities
- Recommendations/Endorsements from Lupercal Leaders

Responsibilities:
- 1 hour of meeting bi-weekly with internship team
- 1 hour of meeting monthly with leaders
- Collaborating with other interns

Interested? Apply HERE!